Multisensor distributed information fusion white noise wiener deconvolution estimator is presented in this paper. The algorithm is using the modern time series analysis method and white noise estimator under the linear minimum variance optimal fusion criterion.
Introduction
The important application background for white noise estimator is the signal processing in oil seismic exploration [1] . The sensor is essentially a dynamic system. Its input is white noise reflection sequence and its output is the received signal. The problem is to estimate the white noise input signal by the sensor output signal with measurement noise, this kind of problem is called deconvolution [2] . It is important to judge whether the oil is existed and the oil field geometry. In this background, Mendel has proposed a white noise estimation theory by using the Kalman estimator, and given the application in oil seismic exploration. But the theory has shortcomings and limitations. It only gives the optimal input white noise estimators, and do not give the optimal measurement white noise estimators. So its application is limited to deconvolution, and it cannot be used to solve the problem of signal and state estimation.
Since 1989, Professor Deng Zili put forward the modern time series analysis method [3] . This method is different from the Kalman filtering method and Wiener estimator method, and it is a new time-domain method. It takes ARMA model as the basic tool. The key technologies include (1) The method uses the ARMA innovation model; (2) The method obtains non recursive state expressions of the white noise and signal; (3) The method need to calculate the white noise estimators and measurement predictor; (4) The method involves the transformation of the state space model and ARMA time series model; (5) The method is based on projection theory.
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The characteristic of this method is: it avoids solving the Riccati equation compared with the Kalman filtering method, so it is simple. But this method is limited to the constant (time invariant) systems. Compared with the classical Wiener filtering method, this method avoids the partial fraction expansion of the transfer function and can handle the multidimensional nonstationary signal. Compared with the polynomial method, this method avoids solving the Diophantine equation.
Classical optimal filtering theory is based on the single sensor system. The multisensor information fusion filtering theory is formed by mutual penetration, intersect of the classical optimal filtering theory and multisensor information fusion. It mainly studies the multisensor information fusion state (or signal) estimation problems and self-tuning information fusion state (or signal) estimation problem. One of the most important applications of multisensor information fusion filtering is target tracking. In order to improve tracking accuracy of the moving target state, the multisensor is used. The purposes of the information fusion are combining the local state estimation (observation equations) to obtain a fused estimation (observation equations). The basic requirements for fusion design are that the accuracy of information fusion is higher than the local estimator. Its field includes guidance, GPS, defense, medical, integrated navigation, target tracking, robot technology, communications and signal processing [4] ~ [6] . Distributed fusion Kalman filtering under linear minimum variance rules has four information fusion algorithms: the matrix weighted, scalar weighted and diagonal matrix weighted. Compared with the centralized fuser, the distributed fuser can reduce the calculation burden and are more flexible and reliable. The distributed fusion estimation needs to calculate the cross-covariances of local estimate [7] ~ [10] . However, in many theoretical and application problems, the cross-covariances are unknown, or it is very difficult to compute the cross-covariances, or can't calculate the cross-covariances. If the crosscovariances are neglected, it will lead the increase of the variance of the local estimator error, even the divergence of the estimator.
In order to overcome the disadvantages and limitations, Jeffrey K. Uhlman proposed the covariance intersection information fusion method. It is also a distributed information fusion method, and it completely avoids the unknown cross-covariance identification and calculation. It can deal with the fusion estimation problem for the system with unknown covariance. Compared to the other fusion estimator, covariance intersection fusion algorithm has the advantages as follows [11] ~ [14] :
(1) This algorithm avoids computing the covariance, so it can reduce the computational burden.
(2) The algorithm can solve the multisensor fusion problem with unknown covariance. (3) The precision of the covariance intersection fusion is better than the local estimator accuracy. Its accuracy is close to the optimal matrix fusion Kalman estimator in many cases, so it has excellent performance.
(4) The algorithm can be used to fusion estimator for nonlinear systems. In this paper, white noise Wiener deconvolution estimator is weighted by scalars and covariance intersection fusion for discrete time stochastic linear systems. The algorithm is under the linear minimum variance sense, and the optimal information fusion criterion includes scalars and covariance intersection fusion. The accuracy of scalars is better than the one of covariance intersection fusion. But the computational burden is on the contrary. Fusion estimator weighted by scalars has a large computational burden, and weighted by covariance intersection fusion with small computational burden, so it is suitable for realtime applications. A simulation example for the typical track system with 2-sensor shows the correctness and validity of training. And simulation results show no significant difference between the two kinds of distributed fusion algorithm.
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The main structure of this paper is as follows: Problem formulation is given in Section 2. Local optimal white noise Wiener deconvolution estimator is obtained in Section 3. In Section 4 distributed information fusion optimal white noise Wiener deconvolution estimator is presented. A simulation example with 2-sensor is given in Section 5. In Section 6 the conclusions of this paper are given.
Problem Formulation
Consider the multisensor discrete-time linear time-invariant single channel deconvolution system ( 1) ( ) ( ) 
where E is the mathematical expectation,
Assumption 2 ( , )
ii  is the completely observable pairs, ( , ) ii  is the completely controllable pairs.
The aim is to find the local optimal deconvolution estimator
and the optimal distributed fusion deconvolution estimator
, we referred to as white noise deconvolution filter, smooth or predictor.
Local Optimal White Noise Wiener Deconvolution Estimator
Theorem 1 For the system (1) and (2) under the Assumption 1-2, the asymptotically stability local optimal white noise wiener deconvolution estimator
of the ith sensor is as follows
The coefficient
where letting
And the innovation estimator is
Proof: From (1) and (2) having 
They can be written as
The ARMA innovation model is as follows from (9) [3] .
The optimal white noise estimator is as (7) in literature [3] , and
is defined as(6). So we have
Substitutting (12) into (14), so (4) 
P N w t t N w t t N i j    
 between any two local sensor is computed by By (7) and (20), so (15) , (17) and (18) 
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The proof is completed.
Distributed Information Fusion Optimal White Noise Wiener Deconvolution Estimator
Lemma 1 For the system (1) and (2), under the same conditions, the optimal fused white noise Wiener deconvolution estimator 0 ( | ) w t t weighted by scalars is g i v e n a s [ 3 ] , [15] :
Under the linear minimum variance optimal information fusion criterion which minimize the performance index, the optimal weighting coefficients Lemma 2 For the system (1) and (2), under the same conditions, when the variance of P 1 and P 2 are known, but the cross covariance P 12 is unknown, using the covariance intersection (CI) fusion method, this paper proposes a suboptimal fusion Kalman estimators is as follows [16] :
Fusion weight is calculated as follows
where
It is proved in document [3] that the accuracy of above two kinds of weighted fusion estimator from high to low is scalars and covariance intersection fusion. But the computational burden is on the contrary, fusion estimator weighted by scalars has a large computational burden. And covariance intersection fusion avoids solving cross-covariance matrices. So it has the minimal computational burden, and it is suitable for real-time applications.
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Simulation Example
Consider the multisensor single channel deconvolution system ( 1) 
is white noise with zero mean and covariance In the simulation the ARMA model parameters is as follows when t=300: The simulation results are shown in Fig.1-Fig.5 . Figure 1 and 2 gives the local optimal deconvolution estimator, and the fusion smooth weighted by scalars and the covariance intersection (CI) fusion are shown in Figure 3 w t t  . We can see from the chart that the accuracy of the fusion smooth is higher than that of each local smooth. Figure 5 is the absolute error curve for the local and fusion white noise smooth weighted by scalars and the covariance intersection. Simulation results show no significant difference between the two distributed fusion algorithm. But the fusion estimator weighted by scalars has a large computational burden. And covariance intersection fusion avoids solving cross-covariance matrices. So it has the minimal computational burden, and it is suitable for real-time applications.
Conclusions
Using the modern time series analysis method and white noise estimation theory in this paper, under the linear minimum variance optimal information fusion criterion, and the multisensor optimal information fusion white noise deconvolution estimator is presented. The algorithm presented in this paper has many advantages.
(1) Information fusion rule adopted in this paper is weighted by scalars and covariance intersection fusion. The estimation accuracy for the system is greatly improved compared with the single local sensor. The accuracy of above two kinds of weighted fusion estimator is from high to low. But the computational burden is on the contrary. Fusion estimator weighted by scalars has a large computational burden, and covariance intersection fusion with minimal computational burden, and it is suitable for real-time applications. The simulation example shows its validity.
(2) The advantages of this method can design self-tuning information fusion white noise deconvolution estimator with unknown model parameters and noise variance based on the online identification of ARMA innovation model. (3) In this paper, the proposed algorithm can be applied to signal processing in oil seismic exploration, communication and other fields.
